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TransmissionsTransmissions

CW Tonals CW Tonals -- 53, 103, 203, 253 Hz53, 103, 203, 253 Hz

303, 403, 503, 703, 953 Hz303, 403, 503, 703, 953 Hz

1503, 2003, 2503, 3003, 3503, 4003 Hz1503, 2003, 2503, 3003, 3503, 4003 Hz1503, 2003, 2503, 3003, 3503, 4003 Hz1503, 2003, 2503, 3003, 3503, 4003 Hz

LFM Chirps LFM Chirps -- 100 100 -- 900 Hz900 Hz

1.5 1.5 -- 4.0 kHz4.0 kHz

Lightbulb and Combustive Source StationsLightbulb and Combustive Source Stations
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Range Independent Track    Range Independent Track    

(Radial from VLA1)(Radial from VLA1)

Collected data at WP21, 22, 23 and 24:

CW tonals: {53, 103, 203, 253 Hz} and
{303, 403, 503, 703 Hz}

LFM (100-900 Hz) from WP19 to 20:
ship speed 0.25 m/s 
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(a) Range(a) Range--dependent parameterization of the SW06 environment. (b) Measured sound speed dependent parameterization of the SW06 environment. (b) Measured sound speed 

profiles during the acoustic transmissions. The times when the CTDs were taken are indicated profiles during the acoustic transmissions. The times when the CTDs were taken are indicated 

as a suffix.as a suffix.
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Parameters InvertedParameters Inverted

•• GeometricGeometric

•• Source range (SR), source depth (SD), water depth at src Source range (SR), source depth (SD), water depth at src 

(WDsrc), water depth rcv (WDrcv), 1st receiver depth (RD), (WDsrc), water depth rcv (WDrcv), 1st receiver depth (RD), 

and array tilt (t)and array tilt (t)and array tilt (t)and array tilt (t)

•• GeoacousticGeoacoustic

•• Compressional speed (c0), incremental compressional speed    Compressional speed (c0), incremental compressional speed    

((∆∆c1)c1), attenuation (, attenuation (ααsedsed), density (), density (ρρsedsed), layer thickness (dsed), ), layer thickness (dsed), 

and incremental compressional speed (and incremental compressional speed (∆∆c2)c2)

•• Ocean Sound SpeedOcean Sound Speed

•• EOF1src/EOF1rcv, EOF2src/EOF2rcv, and EOF3src/EOF3rcvEOF1src/EOF1rcv, EOF2src/EOF2rcv, and EOF3src/EOF3rcv
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EOF analysis for 16 SW06 CTD casts along the 80 m isobath during the period JD239 1917 to EOF analysis for 16 SW06 CTD casts along the 80 m isobath during the period JD239 1917 to 

JD243 2106 UTC. (a) Sound speed profiles measured from the R/V Knorr and the average JD243 2106 UTC. (a) Sound speed profiles measured from the R/V Knorr and the average 

sound speed profile (thick line). (b) Residual sound speed profiles. (c) First three EOFs. sound speed profile (thick line). (b) Residual sound speed profiles. (c) First three EOFs. 
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Minimum values of the objective function Minimum values of the objective function φφ and the parameter WD for different and the parameter WD for different 
environmental parameterizations. For the rangeenvironmental parameterizations. For the range--dependent models, the values are for the dependent models, the values are for the 
parameters WDsrc / WDrcv. From direct measurements, WDsrc = 79 m and WDrcv = 78.8 parameters WDsrc / WDrcv. From direct measurements, WDsrc = 79 m and WDrcv = 78.8 
m (+/m (+/--σσ ∼∼ 0.4m).0.4m).

RIRI--1: Directly uses sound speed at source (CTD2150)1: Directly uses sound speed at source (CTD2150)

RIRI--2: Directly uses sound speed at VLA (CTD1955)2: Directly uses sound speed at VLA (CTD1955)

RIRI--3: Inverts for first 3 sound speed EOF coefficients.3: Inverts for first 3 sound speed EOF coefficients.

RDRD--1: Directly uses sounds speeds at source and VLA but inverts for water depth at both.1: Directly uses sounds speeds at source and VLA but inverts for water depth at both.

RDRD--2: Sound speed EOFs and water depths at both source and VLA included in inversion.2: Sound speed EOFs and water depths at both source and VLA included in inversion.
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Parameters with search bounds Parameters with search bounds 

and Bayesian inversion results and Bayesian inversion results 

for the RDfor the RD--2 model. 2 model. 

SAGApowell is the best fit SAGApowell is the best fit 

model using GA and the Powell model using GA and the Powell 

method. SAGAmean and method. SAGAmean and σσ are are 

the mean and standard deviation the mean and standard deviation the mean and standard deviation the mean and standard deviation 

estimated from the Markov chain estimated from the Markov chain 

Monte Carlo derived posterior Monte Carlo derived posterior 

probability densities.probability densities.
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Inversion results for RDInversion results for RD--2. (a) Estimated sound speed profiles. (b) Comparison of the measured 2. (a) Estimated sound speed profiles. (b) Comparison of the measured 

(solid) and modeled (dashed) sound fields from SAGA on the vertical array for each of the (solid) and modeled (dashed) sound fields from SAGA on the vertical array for each of the 

frequencies used in the inversion.frequencies used in the inversion.
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SummarySummary

•• CTD measurements indicate significant sound sound speed CTD measurements indicate significant sound sound speed 

profile differences between the source and VLA located 1 km profile differences between the source and VLA located 1 km 

apart.apart.

•• Simply using these CTDs directly in a rangeSimply using these CTDs directly in a range--dependent dependent 

seafloor inversion yielded poor results.seafloor inversion yielded poor results.

•• Parameterizing sound speed at the source and VLA using an Parameterizing sound speed at the source and VLA using an 

EOF expansion and inverting for those coefficients and water EOF expansion and inverting for those coefficients and water 

depth along with geometric and geoacoustic parameters yielded depth along with geometric and geoacoustic parameters yielded 

results consistent with other direct measurements and inversions results consistent with other direct measurements and inversions 

(UVic).(UVic).


